County Pools Open Public Swimming

Starting on Thursday, July 1, 2021

Pool Hours of Operation

• 9:00am-4:00pm, patrons need to be out of the facility by 4:00pm to allow staff to sanitize and perform closing duties. Hours will vary with each pool maintenance schedules.
• Pools closed on Holidays

Pool Guidelines

1. No reservations required. Walk-ins only.
2. Sign in and sign out required. Date, Name, Address, Phone number required.
3. 6’ social distance required while waiting for access into the facility, inside the facility, as much as possible in the water and when exiting the facility.
4. Masks required indoors and when using the restrooms.
5. Outdoor Showering is required before entering the pool and will be available after your swim to rinse off.
6. Indoor showers and locker rooms will remain closed until further notice.
7. No more than 2 per lap lane. Swimmers do not need to be from the same household. Sharing with Aloha is strongly encouraged.
8. Families and same household need to keep within 10 total members. Only one adult (+18yrs) will be required to sign in and out and will be responsible for the family/household unit.
9. All Children 12 years and younger need to be accompanied by an adult (+18yrs) during this phase of opening up. The adult will be held accountable for social distancing education with their children.
10. In order to comply with the Covid-19 6’ Social Distancing recommendations, each pool will allow a limited number of patrons to wait inside the facility for a lane or section to open up. Additional patrons will need to wait outside the facility until an opening for the next standby space becomes available.
11. Out of consideration for families and lap swimmers waiting to use the pool during this phase, we politely request, lap and family/open swim times to not exceed 90 minutes.
**Pool Capacity per Pool**

**Upcountry 50 Meter Pool, Training Pool and Keiki Wading Pool**
10 Lap Lanes
Hours of Operation: M, T, W, F, SAT 9:00-4:00
Maintenance Day Hours: Thursdays 10:00-4:00, Sundays 12:00-4:00
120 Total Facility Capacity
- 95 in pool (20 Lap Swimmers, 75 Open Swim)
  - To include Lap swimmers in Lap Lanes and Family/Open Swim in Open Section in 50 Meter Pool and Families in Training Pool and Keiki Wading Pool
- 25 on Deck

**New Wailuku 20 Yd. Pool**
No Lap Lanes
Hours of Operation: M, T, TH, F, SA 9:00 – 4:00
Maintenance Day Hours: Wednesday 10:00-4:00, Sundays 12:00-4:00
45 Total Facility Capacity
- 35 in Pool
  - To include Kupuna, Water Exercisers and Families in 20 Yard Pool
- 10 on Deck

**Kokua 25 Yd. Pool**
8 Lap Lanes
Hours of Operation: M, T, W, F, SAT 9:00-4:00
Maintenance Day Hours: Thursdays 10:00-4:00, Sundays 12:00-4:00
Total Facility Capacity 64
- 49 in Pool (16 Lap Swimmers, 33 Open Swim)
  - To include Lap Swimmers in Lap Lanes and Families/Open Swim in Open section
- 15 on Deck

**Shiraishi 25 Yd. Pool**
4 Lap Lanes
Hours of Operation: M, T, TH, F, SA 9:00 – 4:00
Maintenance Day Hours: Wednesday 10:00-4:00, Sundays 12:00-4:00
Total Facility Capacity 56
- 41 in Pool (8 Lap Swimmers, 33 Open Swim)
  - To include Lap Swimmers in Lap Lanes and Families/Open Swim in Open section
- 15 on Deck

**Sakamoto 50 Meter Pool**
6 Lap Lanes
Hours of Operation: M, T, W, F, SAT 9:00-4:00
Maintenance Day Hours: Thursdays 10:00-4:00, Sundays 12:00-4:00
Total Facility Capacity 110
- 75 in water (12 Lap Swimmers, 63 Open Swim)
  - To include Lap Swimmers in Lap Lanes and Families/Open Swim in Open section
- 35 on Deck
Kihei Aquatic Center - 50 Meter Pool, 25 Meter Training Pool and Keiki Wading Pool
20 Lap Lanes
Hours of Operation: M, T, TH, F, SA 9:00 – 4:00
Maintenance Day Hours: Wednesday 10:00-4:00, Sundays 12:00-4:00
Total Facility Capacity 235
- 135 in Pool (40 Lap Swimmers, 95 Open Swim)
  ➢ To include Lap swimmers in Lap Lanes and Family/Open Swim in Open Section in 50 Meter Pool. Lap Swimmers/Water Walkers in Lap Lanes and Families/Open Swim in Open Section in Training Pool and Families in Keiki Wading Pool
- 100 on Deck

Lahaina Aquatics Complex, 50 Meter Pool and Keiki Wading Pool
12 Lap Lanes
Hours of Operation: M, T, W, F, SAT 9:00-4:00
Maintenance Day Hours: Thursdays 10:00-4:00, Sundays 12:00-4:00
Total Facility Capacity 150
- 100 in water (24 Lap Swimmers, 76 Open Swim)
  ➢ To include Lap Swimmers in Lap Lane and Families/Open Swim in Open section and Families in Keiki Pool
- 50 on Deck

Cooke Memorial Pool Molokai 25 Yd. Pool
4 Lap Lanes
Hours of Operation: M, T, W, F, SAT 9:00-4:00
Maintenance Day Hours Wednesdays: 10:00-4:00, Sundays 12:00-4:00
Total Facility Capacity 56
- 41 in Water (8 Lap Swimmers, 33 Open Swim)
  ➢ To include Lap Swimmers in Lap Lanes and Families/Open Swim in Open section
- 15 on Deck